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jillian michaels 6 week six-pack offers two 30-minute workouts that include a combination of toning
and cardio exercises to help tone and shape your abs. level 1 is an intermediate workout which

includes a combination of toning exercises using only your body weight, toning exercises using just
your body weight and two to three sets of one-legged squats. level 2 is a more intense workout

which includes a combination of toning exercises using your body weight and then a combination of
toning exercises using only your body weight and then a combination of toning exercises using just
your body weight. jillian's goal is to shed fat and while toning your core. both of these workouts do

not contain your typical sit ups and crunches. through a series of non-traditional cardio and mat
exercises, you will be moving for the entirety of each workout. because each exercise uses multiple

muscle groups, you will work and tone many muscle groups in each workout. jillian uses a motivating
(and sometimes humorous) style of encouragement to help keep you going through the hardest

parts of the workout. additionally, she provides important guidance on the form for each move so
that each move is as effective as possible. there is a quick warm-up and cool down included before
and after each 30 minute workout for safety and flexibility. for each exercise, you are provided with

modifications for safety and fitness level. no matter how fit you are, the exercises in this dvd will
challenge you and make for a unique workout. jillian michaels 6 week six-pack offers two 30-minute

workouts that include toning and cardio exercises to help tone and shape your abs. level 1 is an
intermediate workout which includes a combination of toning exercises using only your body weight,
toning exercises using just your body weight and two to three sets of one-legged squats. level 2 is a
more intense workout which includes a combination of toning exercises using your body weight and
then a combination of toning exercises using just your body weight. jillian's goal is to shed fat and
while toning your core. both of these workouts do not contain your typical sit ups and crunches.

through a series of non-traditional cardio and mat exercises, you will be moving for the entirety of
each workout. because each exercise uses multiple muscle groups, you will work and tone many

muscle groups in each workout. jillian uses a motivating (and sometimes humorous) style of
encouragement to help keep you going through the hardest parts of the workout. additionally, she

provides important guidance on the form for each move so that each move is as effective as
possible. there is a quick warm-up and cool down included before and after each 30 minute workout
for safety and flexibility. for each exercise, you are provided with modifications for safety and fitness
level. no matter how fit you are, the exercises in this dvd will challenge you and make for a unique

workout.
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jillian michaels's yoga workout is quite different from traditional yoga. jillian michaels combines hard-
core yoga power poses such as the plank, high crescent and warrior iii with balances and twists. this
best jillian michaels exercise dvd also comprises two levels, each featuring 30-minute workout. if you

love a faster yoga with strength training, jillian michaels' yoga meltdown could be the best one
you're looking for. with this jillian michaels workout, you can see what losing weight and getting

ripped look like. with this six week six pack workout, you'll be able to see the results and get a six
pack in just six weeks. the six week six pack is a fairly intense dvd workout, featuring jillian michaels'

trademark cardio and ab workouts. jillian's six week six pack work out is a 30-minute cardio ab
workout. the workout begins with a 15-minute warm-up, then the series moves on to three rounds of
jillian's six week six-pack, with each round building on the previous one. what jillian michaels 6 week
six-pack is doing to help the abs is an intense cardio workout using ab crunches, leg lifts, tricep dips,

squat thrusts, pushups, and more. to be honest, jillian michaels 6 week six-pack may be the best
jillian michaels exercise dvd you'll find, as it is specifically designed to reduce belly fat and get you
ripped. this jillian michaels ab workout is all about sculpting the abdomen, which is most commonly

known as a six-pack. so, this dvd is truly designed for that purpose. it's probably the best jillian
michaels exercise dvd you'll find. this dvd comprises of 6 weeks of different workouts that will help

you get rid of belly fat, and make your abs appear six pack! 5ec8ef588b
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